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Abstract — Electric Vehicles (EVs) are representing a great opportunity for major car manufacturers to invest resources in new technologies in order to support sustainable transportation and the reduction of CO₂ emissions, in particular in the metropolitan areas. In recent years, the increasing penetration of EVs and their charging systems are going through a series of changes. This paper addresses the design of a new DC Fast Charging Station (DCFCS) for EVs coupled with a local Battery Energy Storage (BES) by using the IEC 15118, which provides a communication interface among different actors. DCFCS is equipped with a bidirectional AC/DC converter for feeding power back to the grid, two lithium batteries and a DC/DC converter. The proposed solution decreases the charging time of EVs and facilitates the integration of fast chargers in existing low voltage (LV) grids. The charging station can also be used as a multifunctional grid-utility for ancillary services such as primary frequency control, load levelling and congestion management.

Index Terms— Coordinated control, DC fast charging, battery energy storage, electric vehicle

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the large-scale electrification of the transport sector has become a major field of research. The concept of the DC fast charging station is very important in terms of investigating possible solutions to manage and control the integration of numerous electric vehicles (EVs) in sustainable cities, especially as far as long-distance travel is concerned [1]. Many factors are contributing to the spread of electric transportation such as the high levels of motor vehicle pollution in many cities. In addition, the costs of electrical batteries are dropping to affordable levels with reasonable lifetimes and reliability [2]. Nevertheless, one main reason that prevents part of the new potential customers to opt for EVs is the longer charging time compared to gas fueled vehicles. So far, the fast charging station has met implementation difficulties in the major European cities, because its progress poses demanding requirements in terms of EV battery and issues related to the impact in low voltage (LV) grids [3]. Currently, the delivered power is between 7 kW and 43 kW in AC for public charging stations [4]. Such charging rate requires about 1 hour or 2 hours to store the energy needed to cover 110 km to 150 km.

To address this issue, research is moving in various directions. New business models were proposed that envision physical swap of battery stacks at dedicated stations, as in [5]. However, this solution still brings along concerns about batteries ownership and stock management. Another alternative approach, known as fast charging (FC) is to increase the charging power with a dedicated connection to the medium voltage (MV) grid. Though already successfully implemented, manufacturers still show a conservative attitude when it comes to allowing batteries to be charged at higher power rates due to overheating issues and faster degradation of the battery. In addition, in LV grids system operators are concerned about increased losses as well as potential lines overloads and network congestion. Moreover, fast charging stations require higher connection fees to grid operators in order to offset the cost of larger transformers and electrical equipment. Some authors focused on innovative tariff systems that allow a more even profile of the aggregated charging demand during the day [6]. Another study proposed to use stationary electrical batteries as a buffer between the grid and the charging stations in order to reduce their peak consumption [7].

This study covers the latter approach for reducing the impact of FC stations on the grid and aims to address some of the shortfalls not yet investigated. In particular, we propose a novel design of a stationary twin battery energy system (BES) that physically decouples a DC fast charging station (DCFCS) from an LV distribution grid, as shown in Figure 1. The operation of such a system is based on successive switches of the BES connections that allow one of the batteries (BES2) to be charged from the grid while the other (BES1) is charging an EV, as shown in Figure 2. The user that immediately followed would be served by BES2 that has just been charged. This method has the advantage of reducing the grid utility peak demand, connection costs and charging time.

This work has been supported by EUPD (Energy Technology Development and Demonstration Programme) with the project EnergyLab Nordhavn – New Urban Energy Infrastructures - City of Copenhagen
The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. In Section II and III state of the art and the integration of fast charging in LV grids are presented, respectively. The description of the design and operation of the proposed charging station are given in Section IV and V, respectively. Results from simulated scenarios in terms of optimal control of batteries are presented in Section VI. Finally, in Section VII a discussion on the implications of the proposed system concerning its practical implementation and the needs for further investigation are provided.

II. EVs Charging modes: State of the Art

According to the international standard IEC 61851 “electric vehicle conductive charging system,” there are different charging modes classified as mode 1, 2, 3 and [4]. The part 1 and part 2 of the standard are applied to on-board and off-board equipment for charging EVs and providing electrical power for any additional services on the vehicles. One method for charging EVs is to connect the AC supply grid to an on-board charger. An alternative method for charging an EV is to use an off-board charger for delivering direct current for charging in a short period of time. The charging modes for EVs are the following: Charging model 1: connection of the EV to the AC with a supply grid not exceeding 16–A and 11kW and it is used at home. Charging mode 2: connection of the EV to the AC with a supply grid not exceeding 32–A and 22kW. It is primarily used for dedicated private facilities. Charging Mode 3: permanently connected to the AC with a supply grid not exceeding 63–A and 43kW. This charging mode is typical for public charging stations. Charging mode 4: the mode 4 has been implemented for off-board chargers in DC. The IEC 61851part 23 and 24 provide the general requirements for the control communication between a DC-charger and an EV, according to IEC 15118 [8]. The charging time at this moment in mode 4 is from 30 to 50 minutes to reach 80% of battery state of charge (SoC) with power from 50kW up to 120kW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charging Mode</th>
<th>Max Current</th>
<th>Vehicle Battery Charger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mode 1</td>
<td>16 A</td>
<td>4 - 8 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 2</td>
<td>32 A</td>
<td>2 - 4 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 3</td>
<td>63 A</td>
<td>1 - 2 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 4</td>
<td>400 A DC</td>
<td>5 - 30 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The IEC 62196 applies to plugs, socket-outlets and connectors which use conductive charging [9]. The standard allows to recharging in DC with 400A and power from 50kW up to 240kW in Chademo and Combined Charging System (Combo). In most large cities a substantial part of the installed chargers use mode 2 and mode 3, for the following reasons: low infrastructure costs, electrical grid, and international standards availability. Nowadays, the charging architecture in AC is robust but it has power limitations. Moreover, in mode 3 the charging rate to reach 80% of the EV battery with 22kW takes approximately 1 hour with a vehicle of 20kWh. Furthermore, this raises issues of space congestion of the public parking and in the future additional cost for the EV parking; furthermore, recharging in AC entails high conversion losses on the EV side. The efficiency of an on-board converter is around 85%, and this represents an increasing energy demand from the EV in order to reach 80% of SoC. In addition, the low efficiency of the on-board charging is reflected on the total energy consumed, which adds additional costs on the users. An idea to solve this problem is to focus the attention on the mode 4: DC fast charging station and in particular their integration in the LV grid. State of the art at the moment is the following: 120kW by Tesla connected in MV, 50kW by ABB with combo in LV, 62.5kW by Chademo system in LV. Mode 4 significantly reduces the charging time and the conversion losses on the EV side. These charging stations, especially in the range of 100/150kW, require a strong grid infrastructure with high investment cost. Such large installed capacities usually require MV, with an appropriate transformer. The transformer has high economic costs and space restrictions, especially if the installation takes place in the cities.

III. Integration of the DC Fast Charging in LV Grids

The DCFCS in combination with the BES can represent a reliable solution to mitigate adverse effects on the grid, such as the reduction of the peak load demand from the EVs and benefits in terms of losses reduction from dispatching electric energy. It also makes a large contribution to the grid regulation and reinforcement [10]-[11]. Furthermore, the charger provides a number of advantages such as: power decoupling, increase of power levels and congestion management of interruptible loads. In addition, it can provide different ancillary services for supporting the power grid, such as primary frequency control or voltage control [12]-[13].

The DCFCS represents an important element not only for recharging EVs but above all; we need innovative infrastructures for their integration with the smart grids, which interconnect the main grid with different kinds of renewable energy sources and stationary storage [14]. A very important aspect to take into account is the reduction of the cost of the lithium-ion battery; this could be transformed into an intelligent opportunity for integrating the penetration of EVs and the smart charging stations, which facilitates information and communication technologies. The cost of the Li-ion battery for electric vehicle (BEV) represents the 25% of the total cost of the EV. The annual cost reduction of BEVs has been estimated.
around 8% [2]. Consequently, this represents a chance to evaluate possible scenarios of the DCFCS in order to develop a smart charging station and control methods for these flexible loads [15].

In addition, data are collected and analyzed using the EVLabDK and EnergyLab Nordhavn, and a model for optimal operation of the BES in the distribution grid has been developed. The performance and interoperability of all those systems have been assessed from different perspectives, including communications management and functionalities of devices with the current technologies [16]. In particular, the evolution of power electronic interfaces, as well as battery storage, will be playing an important role. This DCFCS proposed is focused on a particular power electronic architecture composed by a bidirectional AC/DC converter, DC/DC converter and two BES. Through the combination of these components, the battery from the EV side is charged mainly from the first BES in agreement with the peak load demand of the EVs and their SoC.

![Figure 2. DC fast charging station in LV grids with BES](image)

Through a proper sizing analysis the AC/DC will provide to recharge the second BES while the vehicle is in charge. In this case, with a full charge of the second BES, the DCFCS can give the opportunity to the next user to recharge the EV with the same charging rate of 10 minutes. The battery that was previously discharged is immediately going to be charged by the AC/DC converter. If there is a possible congestion or problems with batteries, the EV is going to be charged directly by the grid through the AC/DC as shown in Figure 2.

### IV. Design the optimal architecture of the DCFCS

Batteries BES\textsubscript{1} and BES\textsubscript{2}, converters AC/DC and DC/DC and the EV have been designed by using models available in Matlab/Simulink. For determining the optimal operation of the DCFCS, a large amount of data must be known, such as, such as the SoC of the battery, frequency of use and the objective charging time. The most important factors to take into account are the available power from the grid side and the battery charging process. The SoC(t) of the batteries (in %) can be calculated as:

\[
\text{SoC}(t) = \text{SoC}_0 + \frac{100}{\text{Q}_{\text{bat}}} \int_0^t i_{\text{bat}}(t) \, dt
\]

where \( \text{Q}_{\text{bat}} \) is the maximum battery capacity, \( i_{\text{bat}}(t) \) is the battery current and \( \text{SoC}_0 \) corresponds to the SoC of the battery at the beginning of the simulation (t\textsubscript{0}), (1). The local grid provides the battery-charging power (2), and it can be expressed as:

\[
P_{\text{grid}} = \frac{1}{\eta_{\text{conv}}} \cdot i_{\text{bat}} \cdot (u_{\text{oc}} \cdot \text{SoC}_0 + i_{\text{bat}} \cdot \sum R_{\text{cell}})
\]

where \( u_{\text{oc}} \) is the open circuit voltage of the BES, and \( R_{\text{cell}} \) is the cell resistance. The maximum battery capacity corresponds to 23kWh up to 51kWh, data are collected and analyzed using the DCFCS and the EV have been assessed from different perspectives, including communications management and functionalities of devices with the current technologies [16].

The battery charging power is expressed as:

\[
P_{\text{bat}} = \frac{1}{\eta_{\text{conv}}} \cdot i_{\text{bat}} \cdot (u_{\text{oc}} \cdot \text{SoC}_0 + i_{\text{bat}} \cdot \sum R_{\text{cell}})
\]

The EV battery rated voltage \( E_{\text{EV,n}} \) changes according to the type of charging station. The DC off-board charger has \( U_{\text{EV,n}} = 500 \text{V} \) with large battery pack around 23kWh up to 35kWh. The SoC exchanged between the BES and the EV battery is between 20% to 80%, and the resistance is considered with base value \( \sum R_{\text{cell}} = 98 \text{m} \Omega \) from the datasheet [17] and calculated in (3).

\[
\sum R_{\text{cell}} = \sum R_{\text{cell}} \cdot \left( \frac{32.5kWh}{E_{\text{bat}}} \right)
\]

The charging current \( i_{\text{ch}} \) has been used to determine the charge of EV, and it drops across the internal resistance, calculated in (6):

\[
u_{\text{EV}}(t) = u_{\text{oc}} + i_{\text{ch}} \cdot \sum R_{\text{cell}}
\]

The power absorbed by the EV is calculated in (7):

\[
P_{\text{EV}}(t) = u_{\text{EV}}(t) \cdot i_{\text{ch}}(t)
\]

The size of each BES can be calculated with the expression (8):
BES₁ = BES₂ = 0.35 \cdot 32.5\text{kWh} = 11.4\text{kWh} \quad (8)

Each BES has been oversized of 14.25 kWh because it cannot exceed 25% SoC (8). The case study has used an AD/DC converter of 50kW and according to the discharging rate of 5C has been chosen a DC/DC converter of 70kW.

V. DCFCS MODELLING AND CONTROL

The main objective of the DCFCS is to control the power flow between the converters and the batteries BES₁, BES₂. The SOCs of the batteries, BES_{SoC,1} and BES_{SoC,2} are determined by measuring the voltage on the battery terminals V_{BES} as shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, Figure 3 shows the nominal working area of the BES, the curve is calculated by modeling the lithium battery through Simulink’s model and each BES is 14.25 kWh.

The reference voltage V_{BES} establishes the discharge curve of the BES within the nominal operating area. Figure 4 shows the operation limits considering three levels: normal, low and high-level SoC.

![SoC determination with discharge voltage](image)

Figure 3. SoC determination with discharge voltage at 5C and 135A

![SoC level determination through the V_{BES}](image)

Figure 4. SoC level determination through the V_{BES}

Figure 5 represents the dynamic control system used between BES and EV. In order to maintain a constant voltage on the EV side, the measured voltage V_{BES} is compared at the end with a reference voltage V_{REF}. V_{REF} is used as a linear loop of the DC/DC converter for the dynamic limitation of the BES current and to determine the end of the SoC levels.

![BES control system](image)

Figure 5. BES control system

The PI controller uses the I_{BES} as a current reference of the BES to control the transferred power through EV. The I_{BES} is limited in function to the discharging rate 5C. The PI controls the duty cycle of the BES DC/DC converter within the set parameters. When the SOC_{BES} reaches 25% the BES will stop to transfer power to the vehicle. The AC/DC converter will recharge each BES with 50kW and a charging rate of 4.62C.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND CASE STUDY

The reliability of the system and the performance of the DCFCS are evaluated by a 15-minute simulation in Matlab/Simulink. A boost converter controls the DC/DC converter through the PI controllers. The boost converter helps to keep the voltage limits constant to ensure the stability of the system for each SoC of the EVs. Finally, in order to evaluate the stability of the converter, a case study has been done with an EV of 20 kWh and SoC of 25%. In addition, other studies have been performed considering the capability of the DCFCS in various scenarios with different EVs and SoCs.

A. The charging process of an EV

Every EV has a nominal capacity given by the manufacturers that represents an amount of kilometers that the car can reach with specific driving conditions. According to the tests performed in the EV laboratory, only 90% of the nominal capacity is used as work capacity. The remaining 10% will be used over time in proportion to the battery degradation. This system helps the user to maintain a consistent number of kilometers during their use of the EV. Therefore, for a typical 20 kWh battery declared by the manufacturer, only 18 kWh is used as work capacity.

The charger is able to transfer 11.4 kWh with a discharging rate of 5C. Considering the case study of an EV with 20 kWh and a SoC of 25%, 18 kWh could be usable to recharge (9)-(10).

\[
EV_{25\% SoC} = 18 \cdot 0.25 = 4.5\text{kWh} \quad (9)
\]

\[
EV_{charged} = 11.4 + 4.5 = 16\text{kWh}, \text{ with a SoC of 88\%} \quad (10)
\]

Thanks to the communication between the DCFCS and the EV, and according to IEC 15118 the EV will send a message to the DC charger when it reaches 80% of the SoC. The power delivered from the BES, in this case, will be 10 kWh, enough to reach 80% EV_{SoC} in 10-minutes.

The graphs in Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the discharging process of the BES1 through the EV and the power absorbed by the electric vehicle.
B. Charging process of the BESs

When the BES1 is charging an EV at 5C, the BES2, if previously discharged, can be recharged through the grid with the AC/DC converter at 50kW and a charging rate of 4.63C as shown in Figure 8.

The charging process of each BES will take more time to store 11.4 kWh. Each BES with 25% SoC requires around 13 minutes because the grid power is limited to 50kW. As previously mentioned, the DCFCS has been designed to be used in LV grids, mainly in the cities. It can recharge each vehicle up to 80% of their SoC in a time period of between 10 minutes and 13 minutes, depending on the SoC of each EV.

C. Different scenarios of the DCFCS

The functionality of the charging system has been evaluated on a large scale by comparing different commercial EVs. The case studies take into account several models from 2015 to 2017 with battery pack between 16 kWh and 60 kWh. As shown in table 2 below, all of the EVs have a nominal battery and a usable battery for the charging system. The calculations made are based on two scenarios:

1: EVs SoC at the beginning = 25%, as shown in Figure 8
2: EVs SoC at the beginning = 35%, as shown in Figure 9

All the EVs have been charged by the DCFCS with 70 kW through the BESs. The results associated with the capability of the DCFCS and its limits in order to supply energy to the end users are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9.
The Impact of fast charging for EVs on LV grids by adding load control flexibility.

Table II. Comparison of Different Commercial EVs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi i-MiEV</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Electric</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chevy Spark EV</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMW i3</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Focus EV</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiat 500e</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissan Leaf 24kWh</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nissan Leaf 30kWh</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kia Soul EV</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercedes B-Class ED</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGolf</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tesla S 60</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tesla model 3</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. EVs SoC and km available at the end of the charging process with SoC 25%

Figure 9. EVs SoC and km available at the end of the charging process with SoC 35%

Figure 10 represents the charging limit of the DCFCS and the capability to recharge EVs up to 80% SoC according to the EV_SoC and the battery pack.

VII. Conclusions

The paper introduced the configuration and an optimal design of BESs within fast charging stations. The results have shown that the DCFCS could be partly decoupled from the LV grid with the advantage of minimizing the grid impact and the congestion during the peak power demand significantly. By using the BES, the charging station can satisfy the following main conclusions:

1. The EV market will grow along with the impact on the electrical grid. The DCFCS keeps constant the charging power during peak demand.
2. The use of the intermediate battery helps to downsize the required capacity in LV grid.
3. The DCFCS provides the possibility of more than 100km driving in less than 10 minutes.
4. The optimal size of the BESs within charging stations is a trade-off between the grid constraints and their charging times.

To conclude, an optimal control of the DC/DC converter was implemented, which could dynamically estimate the SoC of the BES. Thanks to a coordinated control strategy, the charging/discharging process could be automatically updated. As a future consideration, we will propose a fast charging station with BES, capable of recharging a large number of EVs in LV grids by adding load control flexibility.
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